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Abstract 

The method is proposed for reduction of hardware amount in logic circuit 
of Moore finite state machine. The method is oriented on customized 
matrix technology. It is based on representation of the next state code as a 
concatenation of code for class of collection of microoperations and code 
of the vertex. Such an approach allows elimination of dependence among 
states and microoperations. As a result, both circuits for generation of 
input memory functions and microoperations are optimized.  

 
Keywords:Moore FSM, graph-scheme of algorithm, pseudoequivalent 
states, customized matrices, logic circuit. 

Syneza sko ńczonego automatu stanu typu 
Moore’a z kodowaniem zbiorów mikrooperacji 
implementowanego w układach o strukturze 
matrycowej 

 
Streszczenie 

 
Zaproponowana metoda jest zorientowana na redukcję zasobów sprzęto-
wych potrzebnych do implementacji skończonego automatu stanu typu 
Moore’a implementowanego w układach o strukturze matrycowej. W 
przypadku produkcji masowej szeroko stosowane są układy ASIC (ang. 
Application-Specified Integrated Circuits). W układach ASIC automaty 
skończone są projektowane przy użyciu struktur matrycowych. Jednym z 
głównych problemów syntezy automatów skończonych ze strukturami 
matrycowymi jest zmniejszenie powierzchni układu scalonego zajmowa-
nej przez układ logiczny automatu Moore’a. W artykule proponowana jest 
metoda, która jest ukierunkowana na redukcję zasobów sprzętowych 
potrzebnych do implementacji skończonego automatu stanu typu Moore’a 
implementowanego w układach o strukturze matrycowej. Ta metoda jest 
oparta na przedstawieniu następnego kodu stanu jako konkatenacji kodu 
klas zbiorów mikrooperacji i kodów wierzchołków. 

 
Słowa kluczowe: automat typu Moore'a, sieć działań, stany pseudorów-
noważne, układ logiczny. 
 
1. Introduction  
 

The model of Moore finite state machine (FSM) [1] is often 
used during the digital control systems realization [2, 3]. The 
development of microelectronics has led to appearance of different 
programmable logic devices [4,5], used for implementing FSM 
circuits. But in the case of mass production, they use ASIC (Ap-
plication-Specified Integrated Circuits) [6]. In this case the circuit 
is implemented using customized matrices using the principle of 
distributed logic [7]. 

One of the important problems of FSM synthesis with ASIC is 
decrease of the chip area occupied by its logic circuit. One of the 
ways to solve this problem is optimal coding of FSM [2]. Ho-
wever this approach does not allow optimization of the circuit 
generated output signals. In this work some new optimization 
method is proposed. 

 
2. The general aspects and the basic idea of 

proposed method 
 
Let Moore FSM be represented by the structure table (ST) with 

columns [1]: ma , )( maK , sa , )( saK , hX , hΦ , h . Here ma  

is an initial state of FSM; )( maK  is a code of state Aam ∈  of 

capacity  MR 2log= , to code the states the internal variables 

from the set { }R1 T,..,TT =  are used; sa , )( saK , are a state of 

transition and its code respectively; hX  is an input, which deter-

mines the transition  sm aa , , and equal to conjunction of some 

elements (or their complements) of a logic conditions set 
{ }L1 x,..,xX = ; hΦ  is a set of input memory functions for flip-

flops of FSM memory, which are equal to 1 for memory switching 
from )( maK  to )( saK , { }R1h ,..,ϕϕ=Φ⊆Φ ; Hh ,,1 K=  is 

a number of transition. In the column ma  a set of microoperations 

qY  is written, which is generated in the state Aam ∈ , where 

{ },y,.., N1yYYq =⊆  Qq ,...,1= . This table is a basis to form the 

system of functions. 
 ),( XTΦ=Φ , (1) 

 )(TYY = , (2) 
which determines an FSM logic circuit. Systems (1)-(2) describe 
the matrix model of Moore FSM 1U , shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1.  Matrix implementation of FSM 1U  

Rys. 1.  Matrycowy układ automatu Moore’a 1U  

 
One of Moore FSM features is existence of pseudoequivalent 

states [2], which are the states with the same transitions by the 
effect of the same inputs. Such states correspond to the control 
algorithm operator vertices [1], outputs of which are connected 
with an input of the same vertex. 
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Let { }I1 B,..,BA =Π be a partition of a set A  on classes of 

pseudoequivalent states. Let us code classes AiB Π∈  by binary 

codes )( iBK  having  IRB 2log=  bits. 

Let initial GSA Γ  include Q  different collections of microop-

erations (СМО) .YYq ⊆  Let us code set qY  with binary code 

)( qYK having  QRY 2log=  bits. 

Let },,{ 11 DbbE K=  be a set of operator vertices from GSA Γ . 

Let us use the following relation α on this set 1E  

 )()( jiji bYbYbb =↔α . (3) 

In (3), the symbols YbYbY ji ⊆)(),(  stand for collections of 

MO from vertices ib  and jb  ( },...,1{, Dji ∈ ).The relation α  

determines the partition },...,{ 1 ηα CC=Π . Let us encode each 

vertex jq Cb ∈  by the binary code )(qbK  having  GR 2log=α  

bits. In (6), ),...,max( 1 ηCCG = . Let us use variables 1Zzr ∈  for 

this encoding, where αRZ =1 . In this case, the code for state 

Aam ∈  can be represented as: 

 )(*)()( qqm bKYKaK = , (4) 

where 1Ebq ∈  is the operator vertex marked by state Aam ∈ , 

),( qq bYY = and * is the sign of concatenation. 

Let us construct the system  
 )(ABB = , (5) 
which describes the dependence among the classes AiB Π∈  from 

the states Aam ∈ . Each function BBi ∈ is represented as the 

following  

 ),...,1(
1

IiACB mim

I

i
i V ==

=
, (6) 

where the symbol imC  stands for Boolean variable equal to 1, 

iB∈ma . The proposed matrix implementation of Moore FSM 

2U  is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1.  Matrix implementation of FSM 2U  

Rys. 1.  Matrycowy układ automatu Moore’a 2U  

 
In FSM 2U , the matrix 5M  implements the system of terms 

0F  corresponding to rows of transformed table of transitions and 

depending on logical conditions Xxl ∈ and additional variables 

ττ ∈r , used for encoding the classes AiB Π∈ , where .BR=τ  

The matrix 6M  implements the input memory functions  

 ),,(00 XτΦ=Φ  (7) 

The system (10) includes αRRY +  functions; it is the number 

of flip-flops from RG. The matrix 7M  implements terms 0Y , 

entering the system Yyn ∈ and depending from variables ,Zzr ∈  

where YRz = . The matrix 8M  implements functions Yyn ∈ , 

depending on terms 0Yq ∈∆ . The matrix 9M  implements the 

terms 0A  from (9), whereas the matrix 10M  functions ττ ∈r , 

used for encoding classes AiB Π∈ , where .BR=τ  

Matrices 5M  and 6M  form the block BIMF, the matrices 7M  

and 8M  form the block BMO implementing the functions  

 )(ZYY = . (8) 
Matrices 9M  and 10M  form the block of code transformer 

(BCT) generating functions 
 ),( 1zzτ=τ . (12) 

There are some positive features in the proposed method. Now 
codes of collections of microoperations do not depend on state 
codes. It allows encoding of collections YYq ⊆ minimizing the 

area of BMO. The number of rows in the table of transitions for 
FSM 2U  is always equal to 0H . It allows such their encoding 

that diminishes the area occupied by BIMF. As it was mentioned, 
it is enough 
  MRA 2log=  (13) 

variables for state encoding in case of FSM 1U . The main draw-

back of 2U  is increase of the number of inputs for BIMF if the 

following condition is true: 
 AY RRR >+ α . (14) 

Besides, the model 2U  includes the block BCT, which requires 

some area of the chip. But these drawbacks are compensated by 
area decrease for blocks BIMF and BMO in comparison with the 
model 1U . 

 
3. Conclusion  
 

The proposed method of state code presentation targets on area 
decrease under implementation of Moore FSM logic circuit with 
customized matrices. This approach allows decreasing the number 
of terms in the system of input memory functions up to correspon-
ding value of the equivalent Mealy FSM. Besides, this method 
permits decreasing the number of terms in the system of micro-
operations due to the lack of dependence among the state codes 
and codes of collections of microoperations.  

Investigation for effectiveness of proposed method was con-
ducted on the standard examples [7]. It shows that the proposed 
method permits to decrease the average chip area occupied by 
FSM circuit up to 52% in comparison with the standard FSM 
implementation. In the same time, it was the increase for FSM 
performance in 86% of examples. The further direction of our 
research is application of proposed method for case of FPGA. 
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